Now as for the trolls throwing around the "No Mediators in Satanism" tantrum, this is easily accounted. All these trolls sound no different than the xians who say "Only God can Judge me", or when Bordallah's shit justifies everything. Well, this is not Satanism. According to this retarded Abrahamic mindset, all delusions and crap must be accepted and tolerated, or everyone has to be subject to crap. This is not the case in Satanism. If you try to do this, it's over for you as far as this place goes.

The fact that you take part in a community, you speak in public and you exist in a group, puts you in the same time under the rules of this group and unity. We are not here to judge your standing with Satan or the relation you have with Satan. Everyone can judge the relation you have with others. You are open to criticism and everything else, like everyone else is. The JoS or our opinions don't get in between your relation with Satan, and this is obvious. However, the groups have rules and we have to work in specific ways in order for the survival and onward movement of people.

For the "Holier than thou's" who are using cheap excuses like "There are no Mediators in Satanism" to attack legitimate criticism made to themselves, when this criticism is based on logic, real facts and not rants, this low level trickery will not work.

If you want a relation where you are solely judged between you and Satan. However, crap and garbage like you trying to fly off beyond criticism when doing blatant retarded or bad behaviors, will not be tolerated.